[The usefulness of dopaminergic drugs in traumatic brain injury].
To review the bibliography indexed in MEDLINE so as to assess and/or compare the usefulness and indications of dopaminergic drugs in both cognitive and motor disorders due to head injuries (traumatic brain injury). Lesions due to head injuries cause both focal and diffuse cerebral damage which lead to neuropsychological and motor deficit. It is clear that motor alterations cause major physical disability, but neuropsychological alterations affect cognitive behaviour and emotional aspects which are very disabling and seriously affect both the patient and his family and also his return to social, family and working life. There is a wide range of drugs available to assist in the improvement or recovery of the patient. Some of the most important of these drugs are the dopaminergic agents, due to the importance of dopamine for proper frontal cerebral area function. This study confirms the indications for the use of dopaminergeric drugs when trying to improve or accelerate recovery from cognitive deficits in patients with traumatic cerebral damage. However, it is important to note that, in view of the complexity of cognitive function and the mechanisms of their recovery, it will be necessary to make randomized, double blind, prospective studies with a control group (if possible) so as to determine the real part played by these drugs in the recovery process of patients with traumatic brain damage.